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Abstract: Pattern matching is an important phenomenon which is has most significant impact in text mining process. It is 

important to study the behavior of system before implementing any algorithm. A study has to be carried out carefully by 

imitating the behavior of the present system with respect to different inputs of different length. In this paper we are going 

to propose an algorithm to retrieve the given data and to store the important information using the moore’s law. As the 

given data is to be processed character by character we prefer finite state simulator to process the data sequentially. The 

proposed algorithm helps to retrieve various types of information like textual sequences, biological data etc. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Pattern matching is the process of checking a given sequence of symbols for the presence of the constituents of some pattern. In 

contrast to pattern recognition, the match usually has to be exact. The patterns generally have the form of either sequences or tree 

structures. Uses of pattern matching include outputting the locations  of a pattern within a token sequence, to output some 

component of the matched pattern, and to substitute the matching pattern with some other token sequence (Sequence patterns 
(e.g., a text string) are often described using regular expressions and matched using techniques such as backtracking. Tree 

patterns are used in some programming languages as a general tool to process data based on its structure, 

e.g., Haskell, ML, Scala and the symbolic mathematics language Mathematics have special syntax for expressing tree patterns and 

a language construct for conditional execution and value retrieval based on it. For simplicity and efficiency reasons, these tree 

patterns lack some features that are available in regular expressions. Often it is possible to give alternative patterns that are tried 

one by one, which yields a powerful conditional programming construct. Pattern matching sometimes includes support for guards. 

The intuitive notions of computation and algorithm are central to mathematics. Roughly speaking, an algorithm is an explicit, 

step-by-step procedure for answering some question or solving some problem. An algorithm provides routine mechanical 

instructions dictating how to proceed at each step. Computational complexity  is a branch of the theory of computation that 

focuses on classifying computational problems according to the inherent difficulty, and relating those classes to each other. A 

computational problem is understood to be a task that is in principle amenable to being solved by a computer, which is equivalent 

to stating that the problem may be solved by mechanical application of mathematical steps, such as an algorithm. A problem is 
regarded as inherently difficult if its solution requires significant resources, whatever the algorithm used. The theory formalizes 

this intuition, by introducing mathematical models of computation to study these problems and quantifying the amount of 

resources needed to solve them, such as time and storage. Other complexity measures are also used, such as the amount of 

communication  the number of gates in a circuit and the number of processors.  

Simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over time. The act of simulating something first 

requires that a model be developed; this model represents the key characteristics, behaviours and functions of the selected 

physical or abstract system or process. The model represents the system itself, whereas the simulation represents the operation of 

the system over time. Simulation is used in many contexts, such as simulation of technology for performance optimization, safety 

engineering, testing, training, education, and video games. Often, computer experiments are used to study simulation models. 

Simulation is also used with scientific modelling of natural systems or human systems to gain insight into their functioning, as 

in economics. Simulation can be used to show the eventual real effects of alternative conditions and courses of action. Simulation 
is also used when the real system cannot be engaged, because it may not be accessible, or it may be dangerous or unacceptable to 

engage, or it is being designed but not yet built, or it may simply not exist.  

Key issues in simulation include acquisition of valid source information about the relevant selection of key characteristics and 

behaviours, the use of simplifying approximations and assumptions within the simulation, and fidelity and validity of the 

simulation outcomes. Procedures and protocols for model verification and validation are an ongoing field of academic study, 

refinement, research and development in simulations technology or practice, particularly in the field of computer simulation. 

A finite state automaton  is an abstract machine that successively reads each symbols of the input string, and changes its state 

according to a particular control mechanism. If the machine, after reading the last symbol of the input string, is in one of a set of 

particular states, then the machine is said to accept the input string. It can be illustrated as follows: 
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                                                                   Fig:Illustration of finite state automaton 

Once we created a finite state machine to solve a problem,we may wanto simulate its execution.This can be achieved using 

finite state simulators. A finite state transducer consists of a number of states which are linked by transitions labeled with an 

input/output pair. The FST starts out in a designated start state and jumps to different states depending on input while producing 

output according its transition table.One simple kind of state transducer associates an output with each state of a machine M. The 

output  is generated whenever the M enters the associated state. 

 

Moore’s Machine-a Moore machine is a finite-state machine whose output values are determined only by its current state. This is 

in contrast to a Mealy machine, whose output values are determined both by its current state and by the values of its inputs. 

A moore machine M can be defined as a 6 tuple consisting of the following   M ={ S, S0, ∑,  ᴧ, T, G} 

1.A finite set of states S 

2. a start state  S0 

3. a finite set called the input alphabet ∑ 

4. a finite set called the output alphabet ᴧ 

5. A transition  function T:S*∑S 

6. an output function G:S ᴧ 

 

                       
A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is a 5-tuple (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F) 

where Q is a finite set called the states,  

 Σ is a finite set called the alphabet,  

 δ : Q × Σ → Q is the transition function,  

 q0 ∈ Q is the start state, and F ⊆ Q is the set of accept states. 

A DFA can be seen as a special case of a Moore machine, where the set of input symbols I is Σ, and the set of output symbols is 

binary, say O = {0, 1}, with 1 and 0 corresponding to accepting and non-accepting states, respectively. The concepts of complete 

and incomplete DFAs, as well as the definition of δ ∗ , are similar to the corresponding ones for FSMs. Elements of Σ∗ are usually 

called words. A DFA A = (Σ, Q, q0, δ, F) is said to accept a word w if  δ ∗ (q0, w) ∈ F. 

 

Input-output traces and examples Given sets of input and output symbols I and O, respectively, a Moore (I, O)-trace is a pair of  

Syntactic Pattern Recognition (SPR) is currently seen as a very appealing approach to many Pattern Recognition (PR) problems for 

which the most traditional Decision-Theoretic or Statistical approaches fail to be effective . One of the most interesting features of 

SPR consists of the ability to deal with highly structured (representations of) objects and to uncover the underlying structure by 

means of parsing. In fact, it is often claimed that such a distinctive feature is indeed what would enable SPR to go beyond the 

capabilities of other traditional approaches to PR. However, though parsing is perhaps the most fundamental and widely used tool 
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of SPR, it is often used just to determine the (likelihood of) membership of the test objects to a set of classes, each of which being 

modeled by a different syntactic model. Any possible structural byproduct of the parsing process is therefore discarded, thus 

considerably wasting the high potential of SPR. 

 

Simulator to identify the pattern  The outline of our approach is the following: 1. The system to be inferred is tested and samples 

of its functioning are generated. Some of the samples are chosen as training data and some as testing data. 2. The number of states 

in the FSM is received as an input. 3. The search algorithm is applied and a FSM M is outputted. 4. M is evaluated using the given 

training data and/or testing data. If M describes the given input–output data sufficiently well, it is considered as result. Otherwise 

the search process with other parameters or training data will be repeated. 5. If required, post-processing (e.g., minimization, 

reduction of unreachable states) is applied. 

 

 
Consider the following DFA that accepts the language L={w €(a,b)*} where w contains no more than one b. 

We could view M as a specification for the following program :Until accept or reject do: 

S: s=get-next-symbol. 

    If s=end of file then accept 

    Else if s=a then goto S 

    Else if s=b then goto T 

T: s=get-next-symbol. 

    If s=end of file then accept 

    Else if s=a then goto T 

    Else if s=b then reject 

The various information is stored in the database can be retrieved and matched with the given sequence effectively. Most common 

form of pattern matching involves strings of characters. In many programming languages, a particular syntax of strings is used to 

represent regular expressions, which are patterns describing string characters. 
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